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Abstract
The Anätaxis phylogenetic method. 1. The algorithm - building from a dissimilarity matrix a

phyletic tree accounting for homoplasy and lineage-dependent heterogeneity of transformation
rates. - Anätaxis is a phylogenetic method using as input the semi-matrix ot dissimilarities (between
leiminal taxa) and a known outgroup It is a splitting method reconstructing the evolutionary tree by
woiking up front the root to the tetminal nodes, detecting on the fly homoplasy and allowing tor
heterogeneity of tiansfoimation rates between the lineages - as such it is not a clustering, neighbour-joining
method It aims to be both phyletically correct and operationally rapid

Key-words: Cladistic Maximum Parsimony, Dissimilarity matrix, Evolutionary tree, Heterogeneity

ol transformation rates, Homoplasy. Numerical Taxonomy Phenetics, Outgroup-based method,
Phylogenetic methods. Splitting method

There is a need for a phylogenetic method of analysis (Wills, 1994) capable of
producing rapidly, for a large amount of data, a reasonably correct dendrogram, even in the

piesence of homoplasy and heterogeneity of evolutionary rates between the different

lineages It should operate on a direct analysis of the dissimilarities between all pairs of
teinnnal nodes of the tree (quantitative data which are metric but not additive distances,
because of multiple hits per site/character and homoplasy), as some numerical taxonomic
phenetics (NTP) methods do (Sokal, 1986), rather than on the matrix of the states of
characters, as cladistic maximum parsimony (CMP) methods do (Hennig, 1966, Swofford
et al., 1996) The reason is that there is too much information within a matrix of the

states of characters when the aim is simply to produce a phyletic tree' practically, CMP
methods are very slow, and fundamentally they are not consistent, i e there is not necessarily

convergence of outputs when the data on a given problem grow On the other hand,
the semi-matrix of dissimilarities between pairs of terminal nodes, with its much-reduced

information content, carries for all practical means all the necessary information for
the accomplishment of this task The tuck is to avoid the phyletic pitfalls
associated with a clustering-like, neighbour-joining type of analysis, i e. the unaccounting
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of homoplasy, the joining together of terminal nodes having evolved within slowly-trans-
torming lineages, and the pushing out to a basal (out-group) position of those terminal
nodes having evolved within quickly-transforming lineages

The Anätaxis method aims to address this phylogenetic problem without resorting
to a probabilistic approach (Felsenstein, 2001), with its ingrained slowness With this
method it is not intended to optimalise any kind of scalar measure, such as minimalising
the length of the global tree Anätaxis is a splitting method which only tries to dehne a

tree that is compatible with the dissimilarity matrix, and that mimmalises ad hoc

evolutionary hypotheses, by working up from the root to the terminal nodes - as such it is not
a clustering, neighbour-joining method It can be applied to any kind of data obtained
from (self-)reproducing, transformable objects, 1 e related, evolutive objects, with the

sole conditions that one (at least) of these evolving objects can be defined as outgroup to
the others, and that one can construct a symmetrical matrix of object-to-object dissimilarities

We present here the main steps of the Anätaxis algorithm

1 Choose a set of s+o homologous sequences (1 e sequences tor which a common
evolutionary ancestor is the cause tor similarity) within which two main clades may be

defined, the smaller clade of cardinal o, with known internal structure, being the outgroup
to the larger, ingroup clade, of cardinal s and of which the internal structure is to be

defined
2 From the s+o aligned homologous sequences, calculate the (s+o)(s+o-1 )/2 values

of the semi-matrix A of pan wise dissimilarity values or (s+o) x (s+o) symmetrical ma

tnx with all members of the main diagonal having value zero
3 Coirect each A dissimilarity value tor sequencing errors and affect it with a "fuz-

ziness" function peitaimng to standard enor (due to paucity of dissimilai sites) and to

polymorphism / uncertainty (Bittar 1998, unpublished) Matrix D is thus cieated
In other woids, as a first and foiemost condition the data tor Anätaxis must contain

at least one sequence of a taxon o that can be considered as an indisputable outgioup to
all othei taxa to be analysed, which togethei constitute the in qioup I The out-group is
the basis tor the definition of an OUT-IN vector D01, constituting e g the first line of the

whole dissimilarity semi matrix
In the following, simple example of a dissimilarity matrix (a much moie complete

example is also provided. Bittar, 2002), clade 6 constitutes the out-group o of cardinal
1. the s taxa 1 to 5 constitute the in-group I of cardinal 5

sequence 1 2 3 4 5

D0I OUT-IN vector6 1 Dei <NLOQ D63 D64 d65

5 1 DS1 D52 D53 D54

4 1 D41 d42 D43

3 I D31 D32 IN-IN sub-matrix

2 | D21
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Better, there can be two or more starting out-groups, producing as many different

dissimilarity matrices from which one produces an arithmetic (or algebraic) mean OUT-
1N vector D01 (where the index 1 designates a member of the in-group I),

e g if there are two basal out-groups, oi and 02, that we use together as outgroup
o+, such as we have at the root of the tree an unresolved trichotomy (03, 02,1). we can

write
D01+ (D,o2 + Dio,)/2

Even better, each starting out-group can be a whole clade with known internal structure,

again allowing for the calculation of a weighted Doi OUT-1N vector of dissimilarity,

e g if the out-group o is constituted of three taxa, olt o2 and o3, phyletically
forming a resolved trichotomy (03, (o2, o3) we can write

D10 (2D102 + Dio2 4"

4 Median-normalise on the weighted outgroup all the original dissimilarity values

All the D01 are made identical to a normalising value, so that the effect of the

heterogeneous contribution to the IN-IN sub-matrix (constituted by the whole matrix minus the

OUT-IN vector) of the unequal rates of evolution among the different lineages can, to a

good approximation, be eliminated Empirically, using the median of the D01 for normalising

gives good results Hence, all the difference values between this median and the

A0, are calculated

diff0, med(D01) - D01

Then a new, normalised, IN-IN* matrix of dissimilarity is calculated, in which (1 and j
61)

D,j* D,, + diff01 + diff0J

Example• let us consider a 5-taxa ingroup of which we want to know the internal

phyletic structure, with taxon 6 (or 6+) being used as the starting, normalising outgroup-
taxon

Dissimilanty matrix of Di-, of which med(D01) 9 (we write in bold the

corresponding dif fQ1 and dif f03).

sequence 1 2 3 4 5

0 6 + | diff -1 0 + 3 0 0

6 + | 0 10 9 6 9 9 D01 OUT-IN vector

5 1 0 9 8 5 4

4 1 0 9 8 5

3 1 + 3 4 3 D13 IN-IN sub-matrix

2 1 0 3
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Normalised dissimilarity matrix of D1;)* :

sequence 1 2 3 4 5

o 6( + | diff -1 0 +3 0 0

6 + | o 1 9 9 9 9 9 D01* OUT-IN vector

5 | 0 | 8 8 8 4

4 | o 1 8 8 8

3 | +3 | 6 6 IN-IN sub-matrix

2 1 0 1 2

5. For each triad {a,b,c} of normalised dissimilarities Dba*, Dca* and Dc(,* thus
formed within the ingroup, define the pair of equality / inequality («) relations
according to the "fuzziness" conditions, 1 e. is an inequality (<) clear enough so as to be

treated as such (symbolised by «), or does it deserve to be treated practically as an equality

(symbolised by

There are 4 possible pairs of or «) dissimilarities relations

Dba* ~ Dca* ~ Dcb* (three practically identical normalised dissimilarities),
Dba* « DCd* Dcb* (one small, two big and practically identical, normalised dissimila¬

rities),
Dba* DCd* « Dct,* (two small and practically identical, one big, normalised dissimila¬

rities),
Dbd* « Dca* « Dcb* (three clearly different normalised dissimilarities)

6 For each triad from within the normalised ingroup, chose the most likely (most

parsimonious in evolutionary terms) tnchotomous solution(s) - if there are two possible
solutions, apply weighting to them or a resolution procedure

For s taxa, the number of triads that can be formed is the number of possible
combinations of 3 - distinct - elements among s elements, i e

C\ s'/[(s-3)' 3'] s(s-l)(s-2)/6

Dissimilarities to trichotomies, correspondence table

OUT-IN Doc* Do5* D0d* (o outgroup)

'z homopl x' z partially homoplasic with x
the sign '+' indicates a relatively rapid transformation rate within a lineage, from the

time of divergence at the root of the outgroup and ingroup
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Dba* DCa Deb

The unresolved trichotomy case.

Dba* Dca* Deb*

cab

cab
The ultrametric-like resolved trichotomy case.

Dba* ® Dca* « Deb*

cab[a homopl. c]
or [b+ homopl. o]

The homoplasic resolved trichotomy.

[Note the possible ambiguity about the precise homoplasy relationship; for the partial

homoplasy to imply the normalising outgroup o, it is necessary for the '[b+ homopl.
o]" alternative to appear in each triad involving b; this is a stronger constraint than for the

'[a homopl. c]\ which requires to be true in each triad involving both a and c].

Dba* ® Dca* <( Deb cab[a homopl. c]
or [b+ homopl. o]

OR
b a c

[a homopl. b]
or [c+ homopl. o]

The homoplasic and phyletically ambiguous case, which requires weighting or a

resolution procedure.
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If Dba* Dca* « Dcb*, the philetic ambiguity is unavoidable and might need more
data to be resolved;

If Dba* < Dca* « Dcb*, the philetic ambiguity can be avoided by deciding to interpret

the first inequality as Dba* « Dca* « Dcb*.

[As for the possible ambiguity about the precise homoplasy relationship in each of
the two alternative triads, refer to the note in the preceding case].

In our example, there are 10 triads that can be formed between the 5 taxa /
sequences (1 to 5), each leading to a trichotomy.

For triad [5,2,1}, the three normalised dissimilarities are 2 « 8 8, we are in an

ultrametric-like situation thus the phyletic relationship between these three taxa is the

homoplasy-free resolved trichotomy (5,(2,1)).
We successively treat in the same manner the nine other triads, in each case we

notice an ultrametric-like Dba* « Dca* Dcb* phyletic relationship between the three

taxa involved thus all triads lead to a resolved trichotomy :

(5,(2,1)), (5,(3,1)), (5,(3,2)), (4,(2,1)), (4,(3,1)), (4,(3,2)), (3,(5,4)), (2,(5,4)), (1,(5,4)),
(3,(2,1)).

7. We create a space composed of s points. For each triplet of points (taxa) where
there is a (c,(b,a)) solution, we create a link between b and a, thus in a perfectly dicho-
tomous global tree we end up with a partition of two and only two subsets.

In our example, we get the following final partition :

The links between taxa 5 and 4, and between taxa 2 and 1, are triple, the ones
between taxa 3 and 2. and between taxa 3 and 1, are double.

From now on. subsets [5,4} and [3,2,1} may each be considered as outgroup to the

other. If the clade d (5,4) (obviously there's no need here to resolve its internal structure)

is considered as outgroup to the clade [3,2,1}, we can calculate, with
Ddl (l/2)[D5i + Ü4i], a new, smaller matrix of dissimilarities :

taxon/seq. 1 2 3

d | Ddi Dd2 Dd3 new D0i OUT-IN vector

3 | D31 D32 new Djj IN-IN sub-matrix

2 | D21
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In our example, this gives, with med(D01) 8

sequence 123
o d | diff | -1 0+3
d {5,-4} | 0 | 9 8 5 D01 OUT-IN vector

3 | +3 | 4 3 Dl;) IN-IN sub-matrix

2 0 | 3

Go back to step 4

It is important to note that, in this second iteration, the normalisation is not performed

on already normalised values, but on the original values, because any normalisation
is an approximation procedure for taking into account the phenetic biasing produced by
the heterogeneity of lineage-specific evolution rates, and it is better to avoid approximating

on approximations : so there is no such thing as a D,j**

So, in our example, this gives for the new normalised matrix

sequence 123
o d | diff | -1 Ö +3

d {5; 4} | 0 | 8 8 8 D01* OUT-IN vector

3 | +3 ] 6 6 D-l-,* IN-IN sub-matrix

2 | 0 | 2

For triad {3,2,1}, the three normalised dissimilarities are 2 « 6 6, we are in an

ultrametric-like situation thus the phyletic relationship between these three taxa is the

homoplasy-free resolved trichotomy (3,(2,1)).

We can now draw the final tree, which is perfectly bifurcating

tl

t3

t2

t4

5 4 3 2 1
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LA METHODE PHYLOGENETIQUE ANÄTAXIS.
1. L'ALGORITHME - RECONSTITUTION Ä PARTIR DE LA MATRICE

DE DISSIMILITUDES D'UN ARBRE PHYLETIQUE TENANT COMPTE DE
L'HOMOPLASIE ET DE L'HETEROGENEITE INTER-LIGNEES DES VITESSES

DE TRANSFORMATION

Anätaxis est une methode phylogenetique utilisant comme input la semi-matrice de

dissimilitudes (entre taxons terminaux) et un outgroup connu. Un arbre evolutif est re-
constitue par divisions successives, en operant depuis la racine jusqu'aux nceuds terminaux,

detectant en cours de route les cas d'homoplasie et tenant compte de l'hetero-

geneite entre les lignees des vitesses de transformation - ce n'est done pas une methode
de 'clustering' ou de 'neighbour-joining'. Son objectif est d'etre ä la fois phyletiquement
correcte et rapide dans son fonctionnement.
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